
Vehicle Simulations� Reference:Andrew Rollings and Ernest Adamson Game Design, Chapter 13
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Introduction� Vehicle simulations try to create the feeling ofdriving or �ying a vehicle.� The vehicle may be real or imaginary.� Simulating real vehicles is the bigger chal-lenge!� That's because for real vehicles, the players tendto know a lot about these machines and want anexperience that is at least visually similar to thatof really controlling one. The machine's speed andmaneuverability should be similar to reality.� Imaginary vehicle simulations are easier to producesince you're free to create any kind of driving/�yingexperience that you like. You don't need to berestricted by such things as gravity, G-forces, fuelcapacity, etc. Your game just needs to create thesense of movement and it is up to you as to thesorts of limitations that you would like to imposeon that movement.
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Flight and Driving Simulators� There are two kinds of �ight simulators:civilian �ight simulators. These allowplayers to experience the joy of �ight in avariety of di�erent aircraft.military �ight simulators. These allowplayers to �ght in aerial combat.� There are two kinds of driving simulators:organized racing simulators. These try toreproduce the experience of driving a racingcar or motorcycle in an existing racing class(e.g., NASCAR, Formula 1, etc.).imaginary racing games. These allowplayers to, for example, driving madlythrough cities or the countryside or even fan-tasy environments.
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Purists vs Casual Players� Purists demand highly accurate simulations of realvehicles with all of their quirks and limitations.! For example, in a �ight simulator, if youforget to retract the �aps after takeo�, thenthe �aps should be damaged by excessive air-speed with appropriate consequences.� Casual players don't care about the details as longas they can �y, drive fast, and (depending on thegame) shoot at things.
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Is it really a game?� Some vehicle simulations aren't games at all.There are no goals given to the player and no win-ners/losers.� Such simulations only aim to let the player experi-ence controlling the vehicle, so they don't have anyrules other than the laws of physics.� However, most vehicle simulations are competitive(e.g., a race or a battle).
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Handling Damage� Three possibilities for handling damage:Don't simulate damage. For example, if thecar hits something, it simply bounces o�,which tends to slow it down. However, thecar is undamaged.Model damage using a single variable. Whendamage reaches a certain level, the vehiclestops running/crashes/explodes.Model damage accurately. This involvesdividing the vehicle into areas, determiningwhich area has been damaged, and decidinghow that damage a�ects the performance ofthe vehicle. For example, a plane is still �y-able if its tail has been destroyed, but it willbe unstable and extremely di�cult to handle.
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Career and Campaign Modes� Both military �ight simulators and organized race-driving simulators often include a career mode,in which you create a pilot or driver and follow hiscareer, racking up victories and collecting perfor-mance statistics.� They also include campaign modes, in which arace driver tries to win in a real racing circuit, col-lecting points according to the o�cial rules of thecircuit.� In military �ight simulators, the campaign modecan work in various ways:Mission objectives must be met. Thegame o�ers a series of missions one at a timein which the player must achieve a speci�edvictory condition before going on to the nextmission; completing all the missions consti-tutes winning the campaign.Mission objectives need not be met. Theplayer can play all the missions in order,whether she meets the mission objectives ornot. However, if she plays though all of themwithout achieving enough mission objectives,she loses the campaign. This more closelyapproximates what happens in a real war.The better you �ght on any given occasion,the more chance you have of winning the warin the long run, but you can still a�ord tolose the occasional battle.
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Controlling the Vehicle� To control the vehicle, the player needs to learn to:! speed it up! slow it down! steer it to where he/she wants it to gowithout crashing into something� For �ight simulators, you can make controlling anaircraft! simple requiring the player to know almostnothing about aerodynamics, or! extremely di�cult, modeling the behavior ofan airplane accurately.� Unlike a car, airplanes respond slowly to their con-trols.� Because players are more used to driving a car, theywill tend to overcontrol the plane: �nding that itdoesn't respond immediately, they'll push the stickfarther and then wildly overcompensate in the oppo-site direction when the plane �nally does much morethan they intended in the �rst place.� If you want a realistic challenge, then this behavioris desirable.
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Military Flight Simulators� In military �ight simulators, the player not only hasto �y an aircraft but must also try to achieve themission's objectives.� Dog�ghts are a bit of a chess game:! twisting and turning through the sky! hiding behind clouds! diving out of the sun! blasting away with bullets at short range� Most military �ight simulators o�er a series of mis-sions, often with primary and secondary objectives.� The objectives are usually to shoot down enemy�ghters or to destroy ground targets.
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Civilian Flight Simulators� Many civilian �ight simulators are not really gamesin the competitive sense.� Their goal is to let the player �y and try di�erentthings with the aircraft rather than to present himwith a speci�c mission to accomplish.� However, civilian �ight simulator can still present awide variety of challenges:! �ying at night! �ying in rain, fog, or strong winds! using visual �ight rules or instrument �ightrules! landing smoothly and safely, particularly inadverse weather condition
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Racing Sims� Organized racing simulations are like sports gamesin that they take their gameplay from the real thing.� The challenge is to win races without crashing.� In some games, the player wins prize money fordoing well in a race, and the prize money enablesher to buy better equipment.� Of course, this produces positive feedback, so herarti�cial opponents must also improve to o�er her aworthy challenge.
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Perspective� Views common to driving and �ight simulators:Pilot's/driver's view.Cockpit-removed view. Unrealistic, but dra-matic perspective in which the pilot orderiver's view is shown full-screen ratherthan being partially obscured by the cockpit.Critical instruments are shown as semi-trans-parent overlays in the corners of the screen(and even these can be removed).Chase view. In �ight simulators, the planealways seems to be level and the world turnsaround it. In driving simulators, the chaseview is usually somewhat elevated so the cardoes not obscure the player's view of the roadin front.Rear, side, and front views.Free-roaming camera. For replay: player canmove the camera anywhere in the world andtilt or rotate it to look in any direction.
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Perspective� Views unique to military �ight simulators:Ground target view. View of target on theground that is currently selected for attack.This view let the player watch incoming mis-siles or bombs arrive and see if they hit thetarget accurately.Bomb or missile view. This is the point ofview from a recently released bomb or mis-sile, as if it had a camera in its nose.� Views unique to driving simulators (these are greatfor instant replays):Trackside view.Grandstand view.Blimp view.
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User Interface Design: Analog Con-trols� For serious simulations, analog controls are essen-tial:! force-feedback joysticks! throttles! control yokes! steering wheels! pedals� rudder for planes� gas and brake for cars
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User Interface Design: Simpli�cations� Simpli�cations are helpful in �ight simulators.Although we lose some realism, the game will beeasier to learn and play.� In Military �ight simulators, you will almost cer-tainly want to reduce the number of instruments inthe cockpit and the number of function that someof them perform.� In almost all �ight simulators: to simplify �ight, theleft-right motion of the joystick controls both therudder and the ailerons simultaneously.� Another common simpli�cation: instead of requiringplayers of World War I and II simulations to plottheir course by the stars at night, landmarks or deadreckoning during the daytime, they are given a map.
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The Player's Role� In a single-seat aircraft, the player is the pilot.� In a bomber, you'll have to decide how you want tohandle the various roles. For example, Megafortressrequired the player to manage �ve stations:! pilot! co-pilot! navigator! electronic warfare specialist! o�ensive weapons o�cer� Each stations had its own instrument panel andresponsibilities.� The player had to move constantly from one toanother to check on conditions and respond to emer-gencies.� At times when the player was away from the pilot'sseat, the plane �ew on autopilot toward the nextwaypoint.� In racing-oriented driving games, the player's roleis that of a racing driver most of the time, but themore serious simulations also allow the player to bea mechanic.
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Boats and Ships� Most boat simulations are of powerboats or jet skis,o�ering the same kinds of speed thrills that drivingsimulators do. However, powerboats can't turn assharply as a car can.� Powerboat simulations are usually races over atwisting course marked o� by buoys.� Jet ski or fantasy war vehicle simulations often haveoutrageous jumps and other challenges as well.� Simulations of large vessels such as battleships andaircraft carriers move more slowly and deliberately,and, therefore, tend to be simulated not as indi-vidual vehicles, but as part of naval warfare simula-tions involving whole �eets (e.g., Harpoon).� Submarine simulations such as 688 Attack Sub arefairly popular because of the specialized nature oftheir situation and because they can move in threedimensions.
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Tanks and Mechs� Tank games seldom implement the complexity oftank battles as they really happened.� That's because real tanks don't move all that fast,have limited visibility, and carry only a few types ofweapons, so they don't appeal much to the casualgamer.� An interesting aspect of a tank is that it has arotating turret, which enables it to shoot in a direc-tion other than the one in it is facing.� It can be di�culty to design a good user interfacefor this. You will need to provide a mechanism forrotating the turret that is separate from the mech-anism that steers the rank.� Real tanks have a commander, a gun crew, and adriver. You will have to �nd a way to let a singleplayer control everything.� A more popular alternative is the mech, a science�ction cousin to the rank that is usually depicted asa large armed and armored walking machine.� Because mechs aren't restricted by reality, they cancarry all sorts of imaginary weapons and hardware,and they can be optimized for single-player play.
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Spacecraft� There are few simulations of real spacecraft becausespacecraft behave far too slowly and deliberately tomake for an interesting game.� Consequently, the majority of space simulations arescience �ction.� They typically consist of �ghter planes in space(e.g., Wing Commander) or capital ship simula-tions (e.g., Star Trek games).! Fighter types are simple action games, withonly a few variables to manage (e.g., fuel,ammunition, damage, and shields).! Capital ship types are more strategic, givingthe player control of a wide range of weaponsand other equipment.
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Creating the Sense of Speed� In driving simulations, the sense of speed is reallyimportant. Here are several ways to create it:Give the player a speedometer. This givesa logical awareness of speed, but not a vis-ceral one. It might also help to have atachometer so that the player can see thatthe engine is near its maximum potential.Vary the driving surface. Make the road aserious of continuously changing dark grays(e.g., a serious of narrow strips parallel tothe road's edges). On roads (as opposed toracetracks), implement the dotted white linedown the center.Include roadside objects. Have lots of trees,road signs, and bridges.Use sounds. These could include the sound ofthe engine, road noise (the sound that thetires make on the pavement), wind noise,tires squealing as they round corners, and theDoppler shift as the car passes, or is passedby, some noise-making object.
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G-Forces� Military aircraft can generate powerful G-forces.� Most aircraft can sustain strong downward G-forces, but not upward ones.� Pilots undergoing strong downward G-forces canblack out as blood drains out of their heads.� Pilots undergoing strong upward G-forces can su�eran experience called redout as too much blood�ows into their heads.� Many games simulate these conditions by fading thescreen to black or to red.
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Designing AI Opponents� To design a variety of AI opponents, you can! vary the performance characteristics of theirvehicles! vary the AI driver skill level� Varying the performance characteristics of vehiclesis a static kind of variation: once the player has �g-ured it out, it is easily beaten.� To create further variety:! design the AI driver to get the best perfor-mance possible out of its vehicle! since a �perfect� AI driver with a better carwould be unbeatable, modify the AI driver'sjudgment so that it isn't perfect (e.g., itdoesn't always shift at exactly the right time)
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